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Abstract. The modeling and analysis of the superstructure and the foundation for the seismic 
lateral loads are traditionally done separately. This assumption is an important issue in the 
design/rehabilitate procedures especially for the short period structures, i.e. steel braced or shear 
wall systems, which may result to a conservative design. By using more advance procedures, i.e. 
nonlinear static method, and the incorporation of the soil–structure interaction (SSI), the seismic 
demand in the lateral resisting system decreases and the design will become more economic. 
This paper includes an investigation about the influence of the SSI effect on the design of the 
steel-braced building foundation. The presented example is a three-bay three-storey steel braced 
frame. Three design methods based on the FEMA 356 guideline and the UBC 97 code are taken 
in to consideration. The three methods are: (1) linear static analysis based on the UBC 97 code 
assuming the fixed based condition; (2) linear static analysis based on the FEMA 356 guideline 
assuming the fixed based condition; and (3) nonlinear static analysis assuming both fixed and 
flexible based assumptions. The results show that the influence of the SSI on the input demand 
of the short period building foundations is significant and the foundation design based on the 
linear static method with the fixed base assumption is so conservative. A simple method is 
proposed to take the SSI effect in to consideration in the linear static procedure with the fixed 
base assumption, which is a common method for the engineers. The advantage of this proposed 
method is the simplicity and the applicability for the engineering purposes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The actions for the design of foundation are defined to be force-controlled based on 
the FEMA 356 guideline [4]. It means that the total seismic lateral force shall be 
reduced by the factor of JCCC 321  and should be combined with the gravity load effects 
(Equation 3-21 of [4]). The J  is the force-delivery reduction factor. The resultant 
force shall be compared with the element resistance considering the lower bound 
material properties and the partial safety factors equal to the unity. In other words, the 
ultimate force is compared with the lower bound of the resistance. 

It worth to compare the seismic base shears based on the FEMA 356 guideline and 
a well known design code such as UBC 97 code [6]. The comparison result is shown 
in Equation (1). The Equation (1) is derived for the structures with the fundamental 
period greater than 0T , where 0T  is the period at which the constant acceleration region 
of the design response spectrum begins. The structures, with shorter natural periods 



less than 0T , are not in this paper’s context. For clarify of exposition, we can consider 
an ordinary steel braced frame ( 6.5=R ), which is a school building ( 25.1=I ), located 
in a high seismic zone (Tehran, Iran, 4.0=Z ) and the soil type of cS . The total ultimate 
base shear for the structure based on the UBC 97 code [6] and the force-controlled 
base shear based on the FEMA 356 guideline [4] are equalized to derive the Equation 
(1). The only difference will remain in the resistance side, where the partial safety 
factors are equal to the unity in FEMA 356 guideline [4] but it is less than one in the 
case of design codes, i.e. UBC 97 code [6]. This difference in the resistance side does 
not mostly affect on the final results, because the final conclusion strongly depends on 
the foundation uplift rather than the resistance partial safety factors. 
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where Cm is the effective mass factor, I is the importance factor, Cv is the seismic 

coefficient, R is the numerical coefficient representative of the inherent overstrength 
and global ductility capacity of lateral force-resisting system, T is the  elastic 
fundamental period of vibration, sT  is the period at which the constant acceleration 
region of the design response spectrum ends and aS  is the spectral response 
acceleration at the fundamental period of structure.  

For the illustrated example in the paper, the J factor can be written as Equation (2). 
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In means, the above values for the J factor are implicitly used in the design code. 

On the other hand the FEMA 356 guideline [4] recommends 2=J  for the high seismic 
zones which is obviously less, at least with the prescribed assumptions, than the values 
that is implicitly used in the design procedures (as derived in Equation (2)). Thus, the 
foundation based on the design codes (e.g., UBC 97 code [6]) may be vulnerable 
based on the rehabilitation guidelines (e.g., FEMA 356 guideline [4]). In other words, 
the assessment of the foundation based on the FEMA 356guideline [4], at least for the 
linear static procedure with the fixed base assumption, is so conservative. This 
conclusion is not correct, if the movement of the base (soil-structure interaction) is 
taken in to account. The fixed-base modeling assumption is inappropriate for many 
structures though [2]. Structural systems that incorporate stiff vertical elements for 
lateral resistance (e.g., shear walls, braced frames) can be particularly sensitive to even 
small base rotations and translations that are neglected with a fixed base assumption 
[2]. This problem is reported also in FEMA 357, "overturning calculations at pseudo 
lateral force levels appear to be overly conservative and can predict overturning 
stability problems that are not well correlated with observed behaviour" [3].  



METHODOLOGY AND TEST STRUCTURE 

A reference structure is selected which is an existing school located in Tehran, Iran. 
For the purpose of simplicity, one of the three braced frames, that is shown in Figure 
(1), in the shorter direction of the school plan is chosen for the two-dimensional 
analysis. It is assumed that one third of the seismic lateral load is carrying by this 
braced frame. The storey height is equal to 340 centimeter and the outer and the inner 
bays length are, respectively, equal to 600 centimeter and 360 centimeter. The 
diaphragms are assumed to be rigid. The allowable soil stress under foundation is 

27.1
cm

kg . The frame view is shown in Figure (1). 

The braced frame is designed/checked using the below conditions: 
1- The existing frame is checked for the combination of gravity and seismic load 

based on the UBC 97 code [6]. It is assumed that the base is fixed and the 
linear static procedure is used. 

2- The frame is rehabilitated using UBC 97 code [6]. The fixed base assumption 
as well as the linear static procedure is used. 

3- The frame is rehabilitated using FEMA 356 guideline [4]. Both of the fixed 
base and the flexible based assumptions are used in combination with the 
linear static and non-linear static procedures. 

4- A simple method is proposed for the foundation design to avoid from the 
prescribed conservation. 

 
FIGURE 1. The elevation of the frame under investigation. 

PROPOSED METHOD 

The use of OTR  is proposed as an alternative method for the assessment of the 
overturning effect as well as the soil pressure checking in FEMA 356 guideline [4]. 
The alternative procedure is intended to provide a method that is consistent with 
prevailing practice specified in current codes for new buildings [4]. On the other hand, 
the allowable foundation and lateral pressures, in the design code, shall be checked 
using the allowable stress load combinations (Section 1805 of [6]). It means that the 



use of OTR  in FEMA 356 guideline [4] can be interpreted as the allowable stress 
design force combinations in the design codes (e.g., reference [6]). The seismic lateral 
force for the ultimate strength design is 1.4 times of the allowable stress design force 
(compare sections 16.12.2 and 16.12.3 of reference [6]). Hence, 1.4 times of the 
combinations corresponding to the force-controlled seismic forces, by substituting the 
J factor by OTR  factor, are reasonable choices for the design of the foundation. The 
seismic lateral force can be simply combined with the gravity load effects as shown in 
Equation (3). 
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where GQ  is the gravity force and 
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corresponding to the ultimate strength design. The results, which are explained in the 
next section, confirm that the use of the proposed force combinations results to the 
much more reasonable aspects for the design of foundation. 

RESULTS USING DIFFERENT METHODS 

The frame is designed using four different procedures. The results, as shown in 
Figure (2), are categorized for the analysis, substructure and superstructure parts. In 
the analysis part, the natural period of the structure, the design base shear, the 
overturning moment and the roof displacement are presented. The natural period of the 
vibration is equal to 0.57 second in the case of the flexible base condition which is 
58% greater than the empirical value corresponding to the design code. This means the 
J factor can be taken, at least, equal to 4 based on the Equation (2). The base uplift is a 
function of the gravity loads as well as the foundation overturning moment. Thus, the 
influence of the foundation overturning moment on the design procedure is more 
important than the base shear. For example, the foundation overturning moment is a 
little bit less than the value corresponding to the nonlinear static case with the flexible 
based assumption; however, the design results are in the same order.  

In the substructure part, as explained in Figure (2), the overturning safety factor is 
calculated with two different methods. The method 1 and 2 are, respectively, based on 
the J and OTR  factors. The soil pressure safety factor, the maximum design 
compressive reactions in the A and B axis, see Figure (1), and the rehabilitated 
foundation results are shown in this part. The designed foundation based on the design 
code is vulnerable based on the linear static procedure with the fixed based 
assumption. However, the foundation based on the nonlinear static procedure is more 
economic.  

In the superstructure part, the bracing sections as well as the average columns area 
in each story is presented. The design elements are, obviously, more economic by 
implementing more advanced procedures, i.e., nonlinear static procedure with flexible 
based assumption. The designed frame is the same as the frame in the linear static 
procedure with the fixed base assumption, but, the foundation is approximately similar 
to the foundation of the nonlinear static case with the flexible based assumption.  



 
FIGURE 2. The results of the existing and the rehabilitated structure using different methods.  



THE NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The frame is rehabilitated, in the last section, using the nonlinear static procedure 
considering the fixed base and the flexible base assumptions. The comparison of the 
pushover curves and the corresponding target displacements are shown in Figure (3). 
In the case of flexible based assumption, the target displacement is greater and the 
input base shear is less than the case of the fixed base assumption. This effect comes 
from the base flexibility which elongates the structural natural period of vibration and 
obviously decreases the seismic demand.  
The frames (superstructure) which are designed by the four different methods, as 
explained in Table (1), are analyzed using the nonlinear static procedure once 
considering the fixed based assumption and second using the flexible based condition. 
The input base shears for the four frames, as shown in the left graph in Figure (4), are 
different. But, by using the flexible base assumption, as shown in the right graph in 
Figure (4), the difference in the base shears becomes practically negligible for all of 
the structures.  
Another interesting fact is that, the frames which are designed based on FEMA 356 
guideline [4] using the linear static procedure with the fixed based assumption as well 
as the nonlinear static procedure with the flexible based assumption cannot satisfy the 
acceptance criteria, if the nonlinear static procedure with the fixed base assumption is 
utilized. This fact makes an inconsistency between the different rehabilitation 
procedures in the FEMA 356 guideline [4]. However, the frames which are designed 
by any procedure with the fixed based assumption will satisfy the acceptance criteria, 
if the same procedure with the flexible based assumption is used, as seen in Figure (4).  
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FIGURE 3. The comparison of the nonlinear static curves (and the corresponding target displacements) 

for the structures designed by the nonlinear static analysis assuming both the fixed and the flexible 
based assumptions. 
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FIGURE 4. The comparison of the nonlinear static curves for the structures which are designed by the 
four different methods, (Left): fixed based assumption and (Right): flexible based assumption. 

CONCLUSION 

The design or rehabilitation of foundation, for the structures with stiff lateral resisting 
systems using the linear static procedure with the fixed based assumption, results to a 
relatively conservative design. By taking the soil-structure-interaction in to account, 
the seismic demand decreases and the foundation design will be more economic. 
A simple procedure is proposed to modify the design of foundation in the linear static 
procedure with the fixed based assumption within the FEMA 356 guideline [4]. The 
proposed method is based on the philosophy of the alternative method for the 
overturning control which is available in the guideline. It is shown that the foundation 
design based on the proposed procedure is economic without explicitly taking the base 
flexibility in to consideration. 
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